Proposition Simplify
Step 1: Make your Firm and Your Products Easier to Use
Make the user experience easy and simple
Eliminate

Remove everything except what is absolutely essential to a business owner

Make Intuitive and Easier

Remove all causes of frustration and create a reporting and communication process that gives them what they want
and need. Make it easier to become a customer

Make Faster

Turn around your information and deliver the services quicker or give the customer real time data that they can use
in their business

Make Smaller / Lighter / More Portable

Distill the information they need to drive their business into a dashboard and give them flexible access

Make Easier to Obtain

Make your product more easily accessible from a client perspective
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Step 2: More Useful
Vary Performance – have different service levels

Improve Quality – provide customers with better information to help them make better decisions
and build better businesses

Add New Capabilities by way of extension services and strategic adoption of technology

Provide a Wider Range of Products by expanding your service offering and service levels

Personalise your customer experience and relationship through a combination of systemic
personalisation of delivery and a process of intentional wows
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Step 3: More Aesthetically Appealing
How can you enhance the appeal of your product? Can you improve the appearance or texture
or how it makes the user feel? Can you turn consumption into a great experience? Can you
introduce a creative and artistic finish to your service delivery?
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Step 1: Subtract Features
What is the core primary function of your products?
What is essential and what is non-essential?
Reduce non-essential and reduce cost

Subtract Size

Reduce service levels for those who do not want more and in do so reduce the expense of production

Step 2: Reduce Variety
Invent a universal product that serves your customers by following a consistent process and
model

Step 3: Add Cheap Benefits
Can you provide a benefit or a bonus to your product offering that is low cost (or free) for you to
add that would provide substantial value for your customer?
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Step 4: Automate
Standardise how the work is done by creating standard operating procedures that optimise the
use of technology and automation.

Step 5: Orchestrate
Provide a unifying plan – conduct the acquisition of customers and the people who deliver the
result those customers want into one place on one platform.

Step 6: Co-opt Customers
Get the customer involved – show them a way to reduce expert time and encourage selfassembly. Make the customers part of your sales force bringing in new ideal customers
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Step 7: Sell Direct
Create a direct supply sales channel to multi-entity introducers and niche customers. Expand your own
service offering and create a supply chain to provide other products and services. Use technology to
change how new customers are acquired.

Step 8: Use Simpler Technology
Use disruptive technology to change how you acquire, interact with, serve and relate to your customers.

Step 9: Scale Up
Scale up building volume to reduce costs and grow nationally and / or roll out internationally.

